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a part of every experience. But this forward-directed urge
impels the animal to take notice of its surroundings in general,
and in particular to notice anything likely to affect its own
well-being. It is in this taking notice that we have the essential
cognitive aspect of experience; all cognition must eventually
spring from this elementary noticing of something outside. In
our example the active mental structure of the moor-chick
impels it to notice the puppy. Its eyes and ears are affected;
nervous impulses are transmitted to the brain, where certain
cellg are made active. Coincident with these physiological
happenings, and intimately connected with them, there are
mental events: data are given to the mind, we might say. It
is these data that constitute the cognitive aspect of experience.
But the experience itself is neither the inner urge nor the cogni-
tive data supplied by contact with the outer world; it is rather
the meeting of the inner with the outer, the fusion of the two.
Thus Drever seeks to give an objective account of experience,
an account that is independent of introspection, describing it
as a psychical synthesis or integration of two factors: (i) the
conative element proceeding from the animal itself, and (ii)
the cognitive element proceeding, in the last resort, from the
external world.
The above account of experience as a psychical integration
of conative and cognitive factors is incomplete as it stands, for
we have still to account for the affective aspect. Drever main-
tains that affect is a central factor in every experience, that the
fusion of the conative and cognitive factors always occasions a
feeling-tone. In his view the moor-chick must experience a Him
" feeling of worth-whileness ** in its reaction to the situation.
It does not experience a full-blown reasoning process about its
dangerous situation; it merely feels—we should not say that it
knows—that it is worth while to duck below the water. This
feeling of worth-whileness is what the puppy means to the moor-
chick ; it is how it matters to it, how it interests it. Thus, as
Drever maintains, feeling, meaning, and interest are, in the
last resort, identical; and we may call this fundamental, cen-
tral, affective aspect of experience a feeling of worth-whileness,
primary meaning, or instinct interest, as we please.

